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It is amazing what happens when you stand a piece of wool on its edge. With just the simplest of
tools, you can make traditional shirred and standing wool rugs with incredibly rich textures,
colors and patterns. Traditional Shirred and Standing Wool Rugs is the fourth volume in the
Rugmaker's Handbook Series of reference books for textile explorers of all skill levels. The book
covers all of the traditional methods of using fabric with step-by-step directions making it easy to
create luxurious, reversible rugs from a variety of fabrics and recycled clothing. This classic book
has been revised, expanded and updated to include never before published methods. Shirred
and standing wool rugs are a recycler's dream since they can be made with the smallest fabric
scraps. Color cover, B&W interior with over 260 photos and illustrations.

About the AuthorTheresa Pulido enjoyed a 15-year career in marketing and public relations
while indulging in her favorite hobbies and crafts. In 2006, she decided to focus on her creativity
full-time and joined Bali Fabrics as marketing director to develop a line of craft products. Today,
Theresa is the general manager for Princess Mirah's crafts, a division of Bali Fabrics where she
oversees the development, production and promotion of a line of crafts for the needlecrafts,
paper crafts and mixed media markets.
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Coils, Folds, Twists, and Turns: Contemporary Techniques in Fiber



cam, “Interesting book. Directions are fairly easy to follow for the most part”

Berg, “Wonderful book on Shirred Rugs. I want to learn how to make shirred rugs like my mother
in law. She's 98 and it's her favorite rug to make. She makes it looks so easy and I keep thinking
it looks so hard. One of these days I will learn how to do it. She stays young by always having
something in her hands to keep busy and active. I would like to follow in her example. I would
recommend this book to anyone who is interested in making shirred or standing wool rugs. She
calls them crocheted wool rugs.”

Catherine J. Gerwig, “All in all this was a good teaching experience. I missed having color
pictures of thr rugs but the explanations were very clear. All in all this was a good teaching
experience.”

B. LaChance, “Shirred Rugs. I was trying to get information on a type of rug making my mom
used to do and just happened to run across this book. I took a chance and BINGO! It is exactly
what I needed!  The directions are clear and precise and have given me just what I wanted.”

Memere78, “Recycled skirts, jackets..... Just the book needed to get started on an old
craft..renewed. Just finished designing a flower basket on brown paper. Wool coat & jackets
bought at a thrift shop, removed linings & interfacings, cut into 3/4" strips, thread a long needle
using carpet thread and begin making your own rug.  Book is easy to follow.”

Addicted to books, “Great book. Finding this book was awesome. I have been doing crocheted
rugs for years but have always wanted more information about shirring and shirret. This book has
wonderful information for anyone who has been saving wool skirts and sweaters for years - and
needed to know what to do with them....”

bemused, “Great guide book. Terrific book with good instructions for basics but also showing
some ideas/instructions for abstract/mixed media pieces.MANY styles of shirred rugs - all well
explained here.One of the better rug-making books I have & it's a Keeper!”

Frances T Krueger-Jackson, “Five Stars. The most complete book on shirred and standing wool
rug techniques I have been able to find so far.”

Stephanie Gaston, “Highly recommended. A great reference book to encourage you to try new
techniques with easy to understand instructions to expand your knowledge of types of rag rugs.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good summary. Great summary of stand wool shirred rugs not an in



depth step by step method for any single method”

annick, “Un livre intéressant!. Une technique ancienne pour créer des tapis avec des tissus ou
des laines de récupération.Rien à voir avec le punch needle ou le locked hooking, mais on peut
associer toutes ces techniques pour une création plus originale.Livre en anglais, mais photos
explicites.”

The book by J. B. Moore has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 25 people have provided feedback.
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